the right direction, leading away from senseless urban congestion and com-
petition to a new life and greater integrity 5 the Freedom of the country
when man with machine leverage in his own hand takes it over.
LAND
Thanks to provisions of Government, great natural and National Parks
are becoming everywhere available for recreation.
There are millions of individual building sites, large and small, now
easy of access and available owing to our great continually developing
road-systems. These sites may be seen everywhere neglected—but they
are good for little else. Why where there are so many billions of acres of
idle land now easily reached by cheap transportation should land longer
be parcelled out by realtors to needy families in strips 25 feet or even
100 feet wide, and the slum be transferred next door to itself? The -rank
and file survival of feudal thinking comes to its end. Routine establish-
ment striving to preserve traditions of the ancient city to perpetuate the
social and economic crimes practised by might upon the serf is less
fashionable. Yes, an acre to the individual should be democratic minimum
in our nation if this machine of ours is ever to be a social success.
What is standing in the way of coming liberation? Nothing but Habit,
Greed and Fear.
It is only necessary to realign the standardized efficiency of the machine
in this new direction, confine the concentration of its operation only
wherever it may belong, and manage the distribution of benefits at large
not as speculative profits but upon a basis of decentralization. We are learn-
ing that machine-benefits are human-benefits or they are bitter fruit.
Much bitter fruit already hangs in the city tree, rotted, alongside the good
—to eventually, and soon, rot the whole. Only a small part of our enor-
mous machine increment is where it naturally belongs. Circumstances
are inexorably taking it first to the regional field on the way to the
country fields. By evolution certainly-^-by bloodshed maybe. -
THE GAS STATION
One more advance agent of reintegration^ an already visible item in the
coming decentralization of the City, may be seen in any and every road-
side service station happening to be well located along the highways.
The roadside service station may be—in embryo—the future city-
service-distribution. Each station may well grow into a well-designed
convenient neighbourhood distribution centre naturally developing as
meeting place, restaurant, restroom, or whatever else will be needed as
decentralization processes and integration succeeds. Already, hundreds of
thousands occupy the best places in the towns or, more significantly, pretty
well outside the towns.
Eventually we will have a thousand new city-equivalents at work
detracting from every small town or great city we now have. Proper.
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